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ALESIS DM6 USB KIT DM6 module contains 108 
top-notch drum/cymbal/percussion sounds, 15 pro-
grammable drum sets, USB-MIDI output for use with 
drum-module software and a 1/8" mix in. The velocity 
sensitive pads have realistic and natural-feeling playing 
surfaces. Set includes an 8" dual-zone snare pad, (3) 8" 
single-zone tom pads, (3) 12" cymbals, kick pad with stand, single kick pedal, hi-hat 
pedal, ProRack with mounting hardware, cable snake, drum key and sticks.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
DM6-KIT .................... 5-piece electronic drum kit ......................................................... 499.00

ALESIS DM8 PRO KIT Features the DM8 high-
definition drum module with 750 Dynamic Articula-
tion™ sounds. It includes (2) 12" RealHead drum 
pads, (1) 10" RealHead drum pad, (1) 8" RealHead 
drum pad, (1) W8" Kick, (1) 16" 3-zone Ride with 
choke, (1) 14" Crash with choke, (1) 12" Hi-Hat with 
RealHat continuous pedal and rack. Throne and kick pedal not included.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
DM8-PRO .................. 5-piece electronic drum kit ..........................................................799.00

ALESIS PERFORMANCE PAD 
PRO MULTIPAD This 8-pad 
multi-percussion instrument 
features over 500 sounds, a 
3-part sequencer for live per-
formance, loops and sequenc-
es. It includes studio effects, 
velocity-sensitive drum pads, 
large LCD display, 24-bit audio 
outputs, 5-pin MIDI output, and 1/8" aux input.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
PERFORMANCEPAD-PRO.......8-pad percussion instrument ...........................................299.00

ALESIS SAMPLE PAD This compact 
four-pad instrument features 25 percus-
sion and electronic drum sounds built 
in, and the ability to load any sounds 
you like using a standard SD card. It has 
1/4" main outs, headphones out, trigger/
switch input, and MIDI out connectivity. 
Fits on a snare stand, sits tabletop, or 
mount with the optional mounting plate.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
SAMPLE-PAD .........................Multi-pad sample instrument .......................................... 199.00
MODULE-MOUNT....................Mounting plate for percussion module .............................. 15.00

DM6 MODULE DM8 MODULE

ALESIS DM10X SIX-PIECE ELECTRONIC DRUM SET
Featuring 10" and 12" drum pads, 
12", 14", and 16" cymbals, the top-of-
the-line DM10 module and the best-
in-class chrome-plated XRack. With 
an advanced sequencer and more 
than 1,000 sounds featuring Dynamic 
Articulation™ multi-sample tech-
nology, the DM10X Kit will bring you 
professional capability in a kit that 
sounds as good as it looks.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
DM10X-KIT ...............6-piece elec. drum kit w/DM10 brain.................................. 1699.00

NEW!

 

NEW!

KICK PEDAL
SOLD SEPARATELY
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DDRUM ACOUSTIC DRUM 
TRIGGERS Acoustic Pro Triggers 
that fit standard drum rim hoops; 
the snare trigger adds a separate 
sensor for the rim. The DRT trig-
ger adds a second trigger element 
with a switching system for uninter-
rupted performance. The Red Shot 
Trigger is the low cost alternative 
and mounts to the hoop with a standard tension rod. The d1M drum module is 
a control center for your triggers with 50 editable onboard kits. It has (9) 1/4" 
inputs, Aux in, headphone jack, metronome, and MIDI out.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
ACOUSTIC-PRO-TOM ........Tom drum trigger w/ XLR connector ............................................39.00
ACOUSTIC-PRO-SNARE ....Snare drum trigger w/ XLR connector ..........................................59.00
ACOUSTIC-PRO-KICK........Kick trigger w/ XLR connector ......................................................59.00
DRT-TOM ...........................Dual Redundant Triggers for toms, XLR connector .....................59.00
DRT-SNARE .......................Dual Redundant Triggers for snare drum, XLR connector ...........79.00
DRT-KICK ..........................Dual Redundant Triggers for kick drum, XLR connector .............79.00
REDSHOT-S/T ....................Snare/Tom drum trigger w/ 1/4" connector .................................19.00
REDSHOT-KICK .................Kick drum trigger w/ 1/4" connector............................................24.00
DD1-MODULE ....................DD1 electronic drum module, 1/4" inputs .................................199.00
DD1M-RS-KIT ...................DD1 module, 4 Redshot Snare/Tom 

trigger,  1 Redshot kick trigger ..................................................299.00

KORG WAVEDRUM Features a 
naturally responding real drum-
head that can be used with brushes, 
sticks, mallets or even your hands. 
It contains 200 sounds with veloc-
ity-switching capabilities. Sounds 
include traditional pop/rock drum sounds such as snares, kick drums, and toms, 
ethnic percussion instruments, and even stringed instruments like the sitar, koto 
and berimbau. Practice along with 100 loop phrases from various musical genres. 
1/4" unbalanced L/R outs, 1/8" stereo in (AUX), and 1/8" headphone out.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
WAVEDRUM ............... Dynamic percussion synthesizer .................................................. 399.99

NEW!

NORD DRUM This revolutionary 
sample-free 4-channel drum syn-
thesizer features an amazingly vast 
sonic palette with an astounding level 
of playability. Create classic retro-
futuristic percussion with analog 
waveforms or use the harmonically 
complex waveforms together with different colors of noise. 4 high-sensitivity 
inputs and MIDI lets you play the Nord Drum with a wide range of Electronic Drum 
Pads, Acoustic Drum Triggers and MIDI-pads/Sequencers.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
NORD-DRUM.............. Virtual analog drum synthesizer ................................................. 499.00

PEARL TRU-TRAC ELECTRONIC 
DRUMHEADS They have the same 
rebound and are the same sizes as real 
heads to allow drummers to transition 
from acoustic to electronic drums with 
absolutely no alteration to their play-
ing style. The Tru-Trac Electronic Bass 
Drumhead is mounted to a real drum-
head and has the same “give” and feel of 
a real bass drum. They are available in 2 
packages or in individual components so you can convert your own acoustic kit into 
an electronic kit. Both prepacks include (5) No-Drill Adapters and all necessary parts 
and tools to complete your kit’s conversion from acoustic to electronic.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
EPAD-25S.................. 10" Tom, 12" Tom, 16" Tom, 14" Snare, BD Pad ......................... 999.00
EPAD-25.................... 12" Tom, 13" Tom, 16" Tom, 14" Snare, BD Pad ......................... 999.00

NEW!

PEARL EPRO LIVE Featuring real drum shells, 
real brass cymbals, and real hardware. Includes 
10"x6.5", 12"x7" and 14"x8" toms, a 14"x4.5" snare 
drum, and a 20"x12" bass drum. Includes real 
brass or rubber EPC cymbals with 3-zone ride, a 
crash, and hi-hats. Also includes e-Rack, cymbal and tom mounts, snare stand, 
and hi-hat controller. The r.e.d.box drum module features 128MB RAM and 
1000 high definition sounds & kits. Substitute a lush, super high-end  drum 
set for the original acoustics.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
EPLX-205P/B-MAPLE ............5-piece kit w/brass cymbals, maple fade .......................3199.00
EPLX-205P-MAPLE................5-piece kit w/rubber EPC cymbals, maple fade ..............2999.00

nd tom mounts snare stand

NEW!

ROLAND SPD-30 OCTAPAD
It’s packed with new percussion 
sounds from around the world, 
plus 30 types of multi-effects. It 
has 4 dual-trigger inputs plus hi-
hat controller for adding pads to create a mini kit, or for accepting triggers from 
acoustic drums. The Phrase Loop function records your playing in real time and 
overdubs up to 3 layers. It has USB connectivity for MIDI and memory storage.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
SPD30 ....................... Drum pads with integrated sounds/recorder ............................... 699.00

ROLAND PM SERIES PERCUSSION MONITORS The PM-10 is equipped with a 
30W amplifier and a 10" 2-way coaxial speaker. Features a line-in for external CD 
or MP3 player, dedicated volume controls and built-in 2-band EQ. The PM-30 is a 
2.1-channel advanced speaker system with 200W of Class ‘D’ power, a 12" woofer 
with tweeter, a pair of 4" mountable satellite speakers and a proprietary DSP 
engine. Other features include 3-band EQ and stereo 3-channel mixer.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
PM10......................... Personal monitor amplifier, 30W .....................................................CALL
PM30......................... 2.1-channel drum monitoring system, 200W ..................................CALL

PM10 PM30

We service many of the major brands that we carry. 
Call our Authorized Repair Department at 800-356-5844 x1170.
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ROLAND SPD-SX SAMPLING PAD
The new SPD-SX Pad puts powerful sam-
pling under your sticks with innovative 
audio capturing and multi-effects. It fits well in the studio, or as part of your 
drum kit or DJ rig. The SPD-SX has 2GB of internal memory allowing for 360 
minutes of mono sampling, 9 velocity sensitive rubber pads, 3 effects engines 
with 2 real-time control knobs, USB for mass storage and another for audio/
MIDI, a large backlit LCD, and balanced 1/4" I/O.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
SPD-SX...................... Sampling drum pad .................................................................... 799.00

ROLAND
V-DRUMS ACCESSORIES
Cymbals
CY5 ................12" V-Cymbal Crash dual-trigger, front playing zone ............................. 109.00
CY8 ................12" V-Cymbal Crash dual-trigger, front playing zone w/choke ............... 109.00
CY12C ............12" V-Cymbal crash dual-trigger ............................................................ 229.00
CY12R/C-C .....12" V-Cymbal Ride/Crash 3-way trigger ................................................. 259.00
CY13R ............13" V-Cymbal Ride w/ 3-way trigger ...................................................... 239.00
CY14C ............14" V-Cymbal Crash w/ dual-trigger and choke ..................................... 319.00
CY14C-MG......14" V-Cymbal Crash w/ dual-trigger and choke, metallic gray .............. 399.00
CY15R ............15" V-Cymbal Ride w/ three-way triggering (edge/bow/bell) .................. 349.00
CY15R-MG ......15" V-Cymbal Ride w/ three-way triggering (edge/bow/bell), metallic gray....... 429.00
VH11 ..............V-Hi-Hat (requires standard Hi-Hat stand) ............................................ 419.00
VH12 ..............V-Hi-Hat (requires standard Hi-Hat stand) ............................................ 599.00
VH13MG .........13" V-Hi-Hat, w/improved motion sensor, metallic-gray ........................ 749.00
Pads and Pedals
FD8 ............... Hi-Hat Control Pedal ................................................................................ 149.00
KD85BK ......... 8" V-Kick Trigger, black ........................................................................... 419.00
KD9 ............... Kick Trigger mesh Pad ............................................................................. 199.00
KD120BK ....... 12" V-Kick Trigger, black ......................................................................... 469.00
KD140BC ....... 14" V-Kick trigger mesh Pad, black chrome .......................................... 1199.00
PDX6 ............. 8" dual-trigger mesh V-Pad .................................................................... 124.00
PDX8 ............. 10" dual-trigger mesh V-Pad .................................................................. 219.00
PD85BK ......... 8" dual-trigger mesh V-Pad, black .......................................................... 244.00
PDX100 ......... 10" dual-trigger mesh V-Pad w/ dual-mount option ............................... 199.00
PD105BK ....... 10" dual-trigger mesh V-Pad, black ........................................................ 359.00
PD108BC....... 10" dual-trigger mesh V-Pad, black chrome ........................................... 499.00
PD125X ......... 12" dual-trigger mesh V-Pad .................................................................. 519.00
PD125XS ....... 12" dual-trigger mesh V-Pad (snare) ...................................................... 499.00
PD128BC ....... 12" dual-trigger mesh V-Pad improved rim sensor, black chrome ................. 529.00
PD128SBC .....12" dual-trigger mesh V-Pad improved rim sensor (snare), black chrome ......... 499.00
MDS12V......... Drum rack for the TD-30K V-Pro® series .................................................499.00

KD9 CY12C

ROLAND TD-30KV V-PRO SERIES 
Provides a new level of expressive sound quality and 
playability with its SuperNATURAL sounds and Behavior 
Modeling, along with advanced sensing technology. 
Features a new V-Hi-Hat (VH-13) with improved motion sensor for natural 
hi-hat response, V-Pads (PD-128S/-128/-108) with improved rim sensor for 
accurate rim-shot sensing, new V-Cymbals (CY-14C crash, CY-15R ride) with 
natural feel and accurate triggering. Includes the TD-30 Drum Sound Module, 
KD-140-BC V-Kick, PD-128S-BC V-Pad (Snare), two PD-108-BC V-Pads (TOM1, 
TOM2), two PD-128-BC V-Pads (TOM3, TOM4), VH-13-MG V-Hi-Hat, two 
CY-14C-MG V-Cymbal Crashes, CY-15R-MG V-Cymbal Ride. Snare drum stand, 
hi-hat stand and kick pedal not included.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
TD30KVS.................... 6-piece electronic drum kit ........................................................CALL

NEW!TD-30 MODULE

ROLAND TD-30K V-PRO® SERIES Provides a new 
level of expressive sound quality and playability with 
its SuperNATURAL sounds and Behavior Modeling, 
along with advanced sensing technology. It features 
Professional V-Edit mode for customizing sounds, ded-
icated “Ambience” fader with new room-ambience and 
overhead-mic simulation, USB memory port for data backup and audio playback 
(WAV/MP3), separate USB-MIDI port for computer connectivity, and lightweight 
10-inch V-Pad (PDX-100) for toms. Includes a TD-30 Drum Sound Module, 
KD-120BK V-Kick, PD-125BK V-Pad (Snare), three PDX-100 V-Pad (Tom), VH-11 
V-Hi-Hat, CY-12C V-Cymbal Crash, CY-13R V-Cymbal Ride (for Crash), CY-15R 
V-Cymbal Ride. Hi-hat stand and kick pedal not included.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
TD30KS...................... 5-piece electronic drum kit .............................................................CALL

NEW!

TD-30 MODULE

ROLAND HD3 MULTI-PURPOSE 
V-DRUMS This compact kit is powerful 
and expressive enough for pros yet fun and 
friendly enough for beginners, gamers, and 
home-entertainment enthusiasts. It features 
20 preset kits with dedicated select buttons 
and informative backlit LCD, beater-less 
kick, new cloth-head toms, dual-trigger pads 
for snare and crash/ride, metronome with 
selectable sounds and adjustable tempo.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
HD3 ........................... 5-piece electronic drum kit ......................................................... 799.00
HD3-PAK ................... Bundle w/ DAP-1 listed below ..................................................... 899.00
HD3-GAMER-PAK....... Includes the DT-1, UM-ONE, MAD KATZ controller ....................... 899.00
HD3-MAX-PAK ........... As listed above + DAP-1 ............................................................. 999.00
DT-1 .......................... V-Drums tutor software ................................................................. 59.00
PM03......................... Personal drum monitor ................................................................ 199.00
DAP1-ROLAND ........... V-Drum Lite accessory package (throne, sticks) ........................... 99.00
TDM1 ......................... V-Drums mat ............................................................................... 119.00

HD3

PMO3

NEW!
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DTX500 MODULE

YAMAHA DTX500 
SERIES ELECTRONIC 
DRUM KITS The 
DTX500 module includes 
427 high quality sounds, 
and also offers compre-
hensive training func-
tions including groove 
check, practice songs 
and easy to use MIDI 
recording. The DTX520K features a DTX XP80 snare, (3) TP65 single zone tom 
pads, (2) PCY100 newly designed crash/hi-hat pads, a large PCY135 three-zone 
ride cymbal, rack system and hi-hat trigger pedal.  The DTX530K kit is the same 
as above but features the RH135 hi-hat controller, and larger three-zone crash 
cymbal (PCY135). The DTX560K is the same as the DTX530K but upgrades to XP70 
tom pads and the new RS500 rack system.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
DTX520K.....................5-piece electronic kit ......................................................................CALL
DTX530K.....................As above w/ larger crash and RH135 hi-hat controller...................CALL
DTX560K.....................As above w/ (3) DTX tom pads........................................................CALL

YAMAHA DTX900 SERIES 
This series features DTX-PADs with different stick 
response/rebound from snare and toms, and three-
zone choke-able cymbals. The DTX900 drum module 
allows importing and layering of over 1,115 drum, per-
cussion and effect voices. Both models feature the 
12" XP120S snare pad, matte chrome finished hoops, shock-absorbing mounts, 
kick pad with reinforced head, USB connectivity and hi-hat pad with HS740A 
stand. The 5-piece DTX900K features aluminum RS130 rack system and three 
XP100T 10" tom pads. The 6-piece DTX950K features the HexRack system, two 
XP100T 10" tom pads and two XP120T 12" floor tom pads.

ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
DTX900K.................... 5-piece electronic drum system ............................................. CALL
DTX950K.................... 6-piece electronic drum system w/ HexRack .......................... CALL  

YAMAHA E-DRUM ACCESSORIES
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
CYAT65 ........... Cymbal pad attachment (straight) ....................................................................CALL
CYAT150 ......... Electronic cymbal pad attachment (boom-arm) ...............................................CALL
PCY65 ............. Single-zone electronic cymbal pad, includes stereo cable ................................CALL
PCY65S ........... 2-zone electronic cymbal pad, includes stereo cable ........................................CALL
PCY135 ........... 13" 3-zone elec. cymbal pad for DTXTREMEIII, includes stereo cable ..............CALL
PCY155 ........... 15" 3-zone elec. cymbal pad for DTXTREMEIII, includes stereo cable ..............CALL
TP65 ............... Single-zone electronic tom pad, includes stereo cable .....................................CALL
TP65S ............. 3-zone electronic tom pad, includes stereo cable .............................................CALL
XP70 ............... 7" electronic TCS DTX-PAD tom; includes stereo cable .....................................CALL
XP80 ............... 3-zone 8" electronic TCS DTX-PAD; includes stereo cable ................................CALL
XP100T ........... 3-zone 10" electronic TCS DTX-PAD tom, includes stereo cable .......................CALL
XP120T ........... 3-zone 12" electronic TCS DTX-PAD tom, includes stereo cable .......................CALL
XP100SD......... 3-zone 10" electronic TCS DTX-PAD snare, includes stereo cable ....................CALL
XP120SD......... 3-zone 12" electronic TCS DTX-PAD snare, includes stereo cable ....................CALL
KP65 ............... Elec. kick tower pad accommodates 2 beaters, includes stereo cable .............CALL
KP125W .......... White elec. kick tower pad for DTX900 series, includes stereo cable ...............CALL
HH65 ............... Electronic hi-hat controller for DTXPLORER .......................................................CALL
RHH135 .......... Electronic hi-hat controller for DTX900K/DTX950K ............................................CALL
RS85A ............. Assembled rack system for DTX550K.................................................................CALL
RS500 ............. Assembled rack system for DTX520SP, 

520K, 530K, 560SP, 560K, 700SP, 700K ...........................................................CALL
RS700 ............. Assembled rack system for DTX750K.................................................................CALL
DTX500 ........... Drum trigger module for any 500 series ............................................................CALL
Pad Sets
DTLK9 ............. DTXPLORER: KP65, TP65 (5), PCY65 (2), HH65, FP-6110 .................................CALL
DTP520P......... Pad set for DTX520K, 520SP, 530K: XP80, TP65 (3), KP65 ...............................CALL
DTP700P......... Pad set for DTX700K, 560SP, 560K, 700SP: XP80, XP70 (3), KP65 ..................CALL
DTP750P......... Pad set for DTX750K: XP100SD, KP65, XP80 (3), SS662...................................CALL

DTX520K

DTX700 MODULE

YAMAHA DTX700K 
SERIES ELECTRONIC 
DRUM KITS The 
DTX700K features all 
DTX Pads (3) XP70 
toms and a XP80 snare, 
RHH135 hi hat control-
ler, (2) large three-zone 
PCY135 cymbals, new 
RS500 compact rack 
system, and 64MB flash memory for loading your own samples. Features the 
DTX700 module with 1,267 drum sounds offering 60 user editable drum kits, digital 
signal processing, and comprehensive training functions including groove check, 
practice songs and easy to use MIDI recording. Comes with Cubase AI.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
DTX700K...............5-piece electronic drum kit, (2) cymbals & hi-hats .............................. CALL
DTX750K ................ 5-piece elec kit w/ larger pads & rack, (3) cymbals & hi-hats..................... CALL

DTX700K

DTX500 MODULE

YAMAHA DTX500K 
ELECTRONIC DRUM KIT 
5-piece pad configuration with 
newly designed sound module 
featuring 427 realistic sounds. 
Features an AUX in jack, 
groove check and rhythm gate 
functions for developing your 
timing and feel. Kit consists of 
the DTLK9 pad set – (2) cym-
bal pads, (5) drum pads and 
kick pad, FP6110A kick pedal, 
hi-hat controller pedal, RS40 
rack system, and DTX500 module.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
DTX500K................................5-piece electronic drum kit .................................................. CALL

DTX500K

KP65

XP120T

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.  Call today or visit us online!

DTX900 MODULE


